
ArtCenter College of Design - 2020-2023
ArtCenter Scholarship

ArtCenter College of Design - 2021
ArtCenter Mentorship

Awards

Adobe Photoshop, Blender, ZBrush, Moi3D, 3DCoat, Keyshot, Maya   Software: 
Skills

Contributed to the interior design of a second studio space in 2019
- conceptualized and pitched the frontage design, light installations, menu, and leaderboards
- developed concept renders to hand off to interior designers

Designed merchandise sets and organised product launches
- produced turnaround drawings and final visualization renderings

Directed and managed photo and video shoots
- designed - designed reference and moodboards in accordance to project needs
- collaborated with photographers and videographers to deliver visuals consistent with the brand style
- generated final marketing material using all photo and video assets

June 2019 - presentIN HOUSE DESIGNER
Ground Zero Singapore - Singapore

Concept design for a film pitch to Madison Square Garden Entertainment Corp. 
- designed narrative driven, keyframe concepts for a variety of environments
- delivered rapid ideations to solve art dependencies under a tight time frame
- collaborated with team members to share and iterate on designs

May 2022CONCEPT ARTIST
Sidereal Consulting Inc. - Remote

Designed key environment concepts for an unannounced AAA title
- established the mood, tone and direction for two distinct biomes
- collaborated with the Art Director to develop elegant solutions to design problems
- facilitated the discussion process with excellent organization and communication skills

June 2022 - presentCONCEPT ARTIST
Mighty Canvas Concept Studio Inc. - Remote

WORK EXPERIENCE

GPA 3.9
Provost list (SU20, FA20, SP21, FA21, SP22)

Anticipated 2023BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, ENTERTAINMENT DESIGN
ArtCenter College of Design - Pasadena, CA

EDUCATION

Pasadena, CA
949 295 5510/ (+65 81381566)
kennardcyc@gmail.com
www.kennardchin.comCONCEPT DESIGN

KENNARD CHIN

ArtCenter College of Design: 2021
ArtCenter Mentorship
ArtCenter College of Design: 2020 - 2023
ArtCenter Scholarship
ArtCenter College of Design - Spring 2023
ArtCenter Valedictorian
Awards

Adobe Photoshop, Blender, ZBrush, Moi3D, 3DCoat, Keyshot, Maya   Software: 
Skills

GPA 3.9
Provost list (SU20, FA20, SP21, FA21, SP22, FA22, SP23)

2023BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, ENTERTAINMENT DESIGN
ArtCenter College of Design - Pasadena, CA

EDUCATION

Contributed to the interior design of a second studio space in 2019
- conceptualized and pitched the frontage design, light installations
- developed concept renders to hand off to interior designers
- produced merchandise sets with turnaround drawings and final visualization renderings
- directed and managed photo and video shoots

June 2019 - April 2023IN HOUSE DESIGNER
Ground Zero Singapore - Singapore

Concept design for a film pitch to Madison Square Garden Entertainment Corp. 
- designed narrative driven, keyframe concepts for a variety of environments
- delivered rapid ideations to solve art dependencies under a tight time frame
- collaborated with team members to share and iterate on designs

May 2022CONCEPT ARTIST
Sidereal Consulting Inc. - Remote

Designed key environment concepts for an unannounced AAA title
- established the mood, tone and direction for two distinct biomes
- collaborated with the Art Director to develop architectural solutions in a reimagined historical context
- facilitated the discussion process with excellent organization and communication skills

June 2022CONCEPT ARTIST
Mighty Canvas Concept Studio Inc. - Remote

2 environment concepts for an unannounced luxury resort
- developed designs in collaboration with architects
- illustrations completed with considerations for local context and cultural norms

Feburary 2022CONCEPT ARTIST
Railton Entertainment Design - Remote

Environment concept design for The Last of Us Multiplayer experience.

January 2023 - PresentENVIRONMENT CONCEPT ARTIST (ASSOCIATE)
Naughty Dog, LLC - Remote

WORK EXPERIENCE

Pasadena, CA
949 295 5510/ (+65 81381566)
kennardcyc@gmail.com
www.kennardchin.comCONCEPT DESIGN

KENNARD CHIN


